PT-30GA
Important Safety Installation Information

Must read before installing the Pressure Transducer.

Absolutely under no circumstance should the PT-30GA Pressure Transducer be mounted directly to the engine or to an engine baffle. Installing the pressure transducer directly to the engine or to an engine baffle can cause the mounting fittings to break and/or it can cause the transducer to fail. If the fittings break, you will lose fuel pressure and your engine will stop.

Your Warranty will be void if the transducer is not installed properly! This transducer must be mounted to the firewall or airframe and coupled to the engine by a suitable FAA approved flexible hose. See the installation manual for details.

Note: Do Not spray the PT-30GA with solvents or other chemicals. This transducer is vented to atmosphere as it must be to operate properly. Solvents may work their way into the transducer over time and cause the unit to fail.

Note: Do Not Tighten This Transducer Using The Can. Use only the wrench flats. The maximum allowable torque for tightening the fittings is 30 ft-lbs. Do not overtighten as excess torque can cause damage to the Transducer.

Note: Do Not Poke or Touch the Diaphragm in this Transducer.

Note: Pressures over 100 PSI will damage the PT-30GA.

Note: Do not release the aircraft for normal operation until three leak test have been performed: First Test (Engine Off) - Pressurize the aircraft system by whatever means available (turning on the boost pump, spinning the motor with one spark plug removed in each cylinder, etc.). Check all fittings, hoses and the transducer for leaks. Second Test (Engine On) - Start the engine. Ground run the engine long enough to achieve minimum normal operating pressures. Shut down the engine and check all fittings, hoses and the transducer for leaks as soon as possible. Third (Flight Test) - Prepare the aircraft for flight. Fly the aircraft around the pattern one time. Land and check all fittings, hoses and the transducer for leaks as soon as possible.

Warranty Information: More than 98% of all the transducers returned to E.I. have been damaged due to installation errors. The warranty on this transducer is covered by the original manufacture, not by E.I. A warranty replacement cannot be shipped until the defective unit has been returned and the failure mode has been determined. If a replacement PT-30GA is needed ASAP, you may want to purchase a new unit and return the old unit for evaluation. If the PT-30GA has failed or there is nothing wrong with the unit (as determined by the original manufacture), we will return the unit or reimburse you for the PT-30GA (shipping charge will not be included).
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